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Abstract

The number of stored objects that should be targets of high throughput retrieval, such as multimedia stream objects, is increasing recently. To implement a high throughput storage system, striping technique using multiple disk drives are commonly used. However, the ordinary disk striping methods implemented in RAID 0, 3-5 have problems of the flexibility, extensibility, and quality of services (QoS). We have proposed the autonomous disk cluster to realize the flexible and extensible storage system by treating each target object as a unit for management. It also adopts the primary-backup technique for the object to satisfy required QoS. We have shown that the autonomous management for the object unit is effective. However, there is room for improving its throughput. In this paper, we consider an approach for importing a flexible striping technique into the autonomous disk system to provide high throughput. It is important to locate fragments of an object into a part of disk cluster appropriately with considering workload skews to derive the required throughput. We use access history to decide their location. We also propose a method to divide access load into fragmented primary and backup adaptively. The experimental results using PC cluster indicate that the proposed methods are effective.

1 Introduction

The amount of data stored in a computer system has been very large recently. To implement a reliable large-capacity storage system at reasonable price, the storage system is commonly composed a number of hard disk devices. However, the enlargement of storage size makes the storage management very complex. The management of the large storage system should be enough flexible with satisfying the required quality of services (QoS).

To tackle the problem, a number of approaches to utilize the computation resources in each storage devices for managing the large amount of data [4, 5, 7]. We have also proposed the autonomous disks with a number of methods of realizing the flexible data management functions to balance amount and workload among storage devices, tolerate disk failures, recover from the failures, change the cluster size online, and so on [6, 8, 11]. In autonomous disks, we have assumed that a target object is stored in a storage device to simplify the strategy and processes for these functions, and adopts the primary-backup method for an object to guarantee the QoS.

On the other hand, the number of stored objects, such as multimedia stream objects, which should be targets of high throughput retrieval, is increasing. At the same time, variety of the stored objects requires variety of retrieval throughput. If the required throughput is higher than a storage device limit, it cannot be obtained by storing the object into the storage device only.

To implement a high throughput storage system, striping technique using multiple disk drives are commonly used [3, 9, 10]. However, the number of disks for striping groups is fixed and the placement manner of fragments is static in the ordinary disk striping methods used for RAID 0, 3-5. Because it is difficult for them to provide different throughput for each objects and to reconfigure the cluster online, they have less flexibility and extensibility. Moreover, the parity calculation technique in RAID 3-5 cannot guarantee the QoS under failures and during system reconfiguration.

In this paper, we consider an approach for importing a
flexible striping technique into the autonomous disk system to provide high throughput. In other words, we try to apply the storage management functions of balancing workload and data amount, failure recovery and online cluster reconfiguration to striped objects fragmented into an appropriate number disks with dynamic placement.

However, it is difficult to enhance all functions of the autonomous disk system to be able to handle the striping objects at a time. We first try to locate fragments of an object into a part of disk cluster appropriately with considering workload skews to derive the required throughput. We use access history to decide their placement to balance the workload. We also propose a method to divide access requests to fragmented primary and backup adaptively. The experimental results using PC cluster indicate that the proposed methods are effective.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe terminology, the autonomous disk system and disk striping as preliminaries. We then explain how to apply flexible striping to autonomous disks in Section 3. The method to adjust access load between the primary and backup is described in Section 4. Section 5 reports experiments and discuss the results. Finally we sum up this paper and show future work in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Terminology

At first, we define the following terms:

Object An object is a semantical chunk of data such as a file or a record.

Access An access is a series of following operations. First, a client sends a single read or write request to the storage system. Next, system returns a preservation place for the object. Finally, the client transmits or receives a file to/from the preservation place.

Fragment A fragment is data that divides the object into the fixed length, and is a minimum unit of striping.

Subobject A subobject is a set of fragments of a same object placed in the same storage device.

2.2 Autonomous Disks

The autonomous disk system is a high functional parallel storage system we proposed [11]. It configures a disk cluster by connecting intelligent disk devices to network directly, and automatically balances the workload and data amount in the cluster. Failures in the cluster are also automatically handled by recovering data in the damaged disks. The cluster is easily reconfigured by adding or removing disks with keeping the QoS.

To realize these functions, the the autonomous disk system adopts a fat-Btree [12] and the primary-backup technique. The fat-Btree is a parallel Btree structure we proposed to provide update-conscious balanced access path for each distributed object. It is also useful for adjusting each object location to balance the workload and data amount. On the other hand, the primary-backup technique makes the system tolerate the disk failures with guaranteeing the QoS.

To simplify the strategy and processes for these functions, we have assumed that a whole target object is stored into a storage device in the autonomous disk system. We have demonstrated that the autonomous management for the object unit in each storage device is effective. However, there is room for improving its throughput to meet the requirement of high-throughput applications. In this paper, we try to import a disk striping technique into the autonomous disk system.

2.3 Disk Striping

The disk striping is the common technique to derive high throughput, such as in many types of RAID systems [3, 10]. In the ordinary disk striping technique, the number of disks for a striping group is fixed and the placement manner of the fragments is static in a storage system. The static placement manner within the fixed group size is not suitable for unifying the disk striping with the functions of autonomous disks.

When an arbitrary number of disks are added to the storage system or removed from it, many fragments need to be replaced in the system to satisfy the manner. If the system adopt the parity calculation technique in RAID 3-5 to tolerate disk failures, the system reconfiguration requires heavy re-calculation of the parity. Moreover, the parity calculation technique cannot guarantee the QoS under failures and during the reconfiguration.

There are many types of multimedia objects requiring individual throughput. It is also useful to balance the workload considering the different throughput requirement. If the system allow a dynamic placement manner within variable striping group size, the flexibility in managing different throughput for each object type increases. Moreover, the storage system can use disks having different performance properties while the ordinary striping assume a uniform performance property in the system.

A number of related striping methods has been proposed, such as the staggered striping [2] and striping with a pseudo-random hash function [1]. The staggered striping enable high-speed stable read access with different throughput for each object. However, it requires complete data reconstruction for handling failures and reconfigure system size because the data placement is fixed. The striping with pseudo-random hash function can reallocate the fragmented data, but the cost of the re-calculation of the hash function becomes high when the number of fragmentation is varied.
3 Dynamic Placement

3.1 Management Data for Subobject

To import the flexible striping technique into the autonomous disk system, we first divide an object into subobjects, a set of fragments of the object placed in the same storage device. The number of subobjects is decided from the required throughput and performance properties of disks. We prepare a management data for each object to keep the information of the placement of the subobjects. The structure of subobjects and management data enables the dynamic placement within the striping group having variable number of disks. The parallel Btree structure is used as an index to provide an access path to the management data. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the indexed management data and subobjects consisting of fragments.

3.2 Placement of Subobjects

To balance access workload in the disk cluster, the placement of subobjects is critical. It is important to reduce the access concentration for subobjects store in the same disk drive.

The subobjects should be migrated between disks to reduce the concentration under the dynamic workload fluctuations. However, in this paper we assume the workload for each object is not dynamically change as the first step. We just decide the initial placement of each subobject using access frequency history. Figure 2 show the outline of the placement algorithm.

4 Backup Utilization

We inherit the primary-backup technique to the autonomous disks system with the flexible striping. The same structure of subobjects and management data is applied to the backup. It means that there is a restriction for the subobject placement. A backup subobject has not to be place the disk containing its primary. It guarantees the QoS under disk failures and reconfiguration of a striping group.

Moreover, the backup data can be use to improve the throughput for read access. In that case, we have to consider the workloads of both disks containing the primary subobject and its backup.

4.1 Read Time Minimization

If we adjust the ratio of dividing the read requests between the primary and backup, we can minimize the time for read time. Figure 3 illustrates the image of the adjustment. The read requests for a busy disk should decrease while these for a non-busy disk increase. Here, we assume that backups are up-to-date.

To minimize the read time, we first consider the following parameters:

- Read throughput of a disk containing primary: \( v_p \)
- Read throughput of a disk containing its backup: \( v_b \)
- Ratio for requiring primary: \( \alpha \)
- Read time of primary subobject: \( T_p \)
- Read time of backup subobject: \( T_b \)
- Size of a subobject: \( S \)

The relationship between the size and time is as follows:

\[
\text{Primary : } \alpha S = T_p \cdot v_p \tag{1} \\
\text{Backup : } (1 - \alpha) S = T_b \cdot v_b \tag{2}
\]

The whole reading time \( T = \max\{T_p, T_b\} \) becomes minimum when the primary read time is equal to the backup one.
Therefore, we can minimize the reading time by calculating
\[ \alpha = \frac{v_p}{v_p + v_b}, \]  
if \( v_p \) and \( v_b \) can be derived.

\section*{4.2 Connection based Adjustment}

We expect that the number of connections for a disk system reflects its read throughput. We measured the throughput transition by changing the number of connections for a disk system in an ideal environment by inhibiting other accesses as a preliminary experiment. Figure 4 shows the result.

From the graph in Figure 4, we can suppose the inverse proportion between the number of connections and read throughput, which can be expressed by following equation:
\[ v = \frac{k}{\text{connection number}} \]  
where \( k \) is a coefficient.

Based on the equation, we can derive the ratio using the number of connections for primary and backup.

- Connection number of primary storage device: \( L_p \)
- Connection number of backup storage device: \( L_b \)

From them, the primary read throughput \( v_p \) and the backup read throughput \( v_b \) are calculated as follows:
\[ v_p = \frac{k}{L_p} \]  
\[ v_b = \frac{k}{L_b} \]  

Under the assumption, the read request ratio for primary object \( R_p \) to minimize the read time is
\[ R_p = \frac{L_b}{L_p + L_b}, \]  
while it for backup object is \( R_b = 1 - R_p \). They do not contain \( k \).
Table 1. Performance of storage nodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Client nodes</th>
<th>4 nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Disk nodes</td>
<td>8 nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>AMD Athlon XP-M 1800+ (1.53GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>PC2100 DDR SDRAM 1GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>1000BASE-T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>TOSHIBA MK3019GAX (30GB, 5400rpm, 2.5inch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Linux 2.4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local File System</td>
<td>reiser FS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java VM</td>
<td>Sun J2SE 1.5.0_03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Result of Positioning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Throughput (MB/s)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not striping</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random positioning</td>
<td>16.01</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access history</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each client reads or writes objects. At first, 100 objects is stored to make the initial set of objects. Then, the objects are read 200 times to derive the initial access history. After that, read and write access are randomly sent from the clients 2000 times in total under keeping the probability of write 0.02. The clients prepare all objects to be stored and randomly select objects to be sent from them based on Zipf distribution with the parameter setting $\theta = 0.9$. The size of each fragment is 8KB and the number of subobjects of an object is set to 3.

5.2 Effect of the Dynamic Placement

We verify the effect of the dynamic subobject placement by comparing throughput for the following setting: 1) without striping, 2) striping with random subobject placement, and 3) striping with subobject placement based on access history. The results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the transition of the average 100 times throughput that matches all clients.

Comparing the throughput without striping and that uses striping from Table 2, throughput has improved to more than twice by the effect of striping. Figure 6 also shows that the striping system achieves more than twice throughput than the system of no striping. This is because the eight storage devices in the maximum come to be used at the same time by doing striping while only four storage device in the maximum is used for reading at the same time in the method of not doing striping.

Comparing the subobject placement with the history and the use of random from Table 2 and Figure 6, we can observe that the former achieves higher throughput. Because the read performance of the storage device decreases due to the access concentration on a part of storage device by the random subobjects placement. The reading performance of the average become low because these storage devices are often accessed. On the other hand, the read throughput of storage device using the access history does not decrease because the number of accesses across storage devices is equalized in this technique.

However, the difference of the read throughput increases as understood from the standard deviation of Table 2. This is because the throughput of each object is polarized to high throughput and low throughput in the technique that uses the access history. Therefore, it is necessary to specify the reason why throughput has been polarized, and to decrease the reading with low throughput for stabilization and further speed-up.

Table 3. Result of Backup Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Throughput (MB/s)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Primary</td>
<td>17.12</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P:B 1:1</td>
<td>21.87</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection number</td>
<td>21.86</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access History</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Throughput Transition by Placement

Figure 7. Throughput Transition by Backup Utilization
5.3 Effect of Backup Utilization

Next, we verify the effect of the backup utilization by comparing four setting: 1) reading fragments from only primary, 2) reading fragments from primary and backup at 1:1 ratio, 3) primary and backup at ratio settled based on the connection number, and 4) primary and backup at ratio settled by the access history.

A same request to the experiment with the positioning method is transmitted and the change of the average reading throughput for each object is measured. The result is as shown in Table 3 and Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the transition of the average 100 times throughput that matches all clients.

Throughput has been improved by reading backups. This is because the number of accesses to each client is equalized by the entire system by accessing the backup.

Moreover, when we compare the method of adjusting reading ratio to 1:1 between primary and backup and the method of deciding reading ratio by using connection number, the average throughput of the two methods is the same as shown in Figure 7 and Table 3. This is because influence of change of connection number and system process cannot be considered.

The reading throughput is steady by changing the reading rate. This is because low throughput reading decreased, though high throughput reading decreased by using the ratio of the number of connections too.

Throughput has not been improved by the method using access history, because all of the access history is used in this experiment. So it becomes difficult to reflect a present performance. Moreover, the throughput begins to decrease when the number of request is more than 200 as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, we consider that throughput decrease is suppressed by setting the maintenance period to the history and deleting the old history.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we import the flexible striping technique into the autonomous disk system to improve its throughput with the rich management functions. We prepare a management data for each object to keep the information of the placement of the subobjects. We use access history to decide the placement of the subobjects to balance access workload in the disk cluster. We then propose methods to utilize the backup subobjects by adjusting the access ratio using connection number and access history to improve the throughput with balancing workload. The experimental results using a PC cluster indicate that the proposed methods are effective.

As future work, we plan to do more experiment to evaluate the dynamic subobject placement with different parameters. The data amount balance with the dynamic subobject placement keeping the workload balance is also an important issue to be attacked. We have to consider the situation of dynamic workload change. For that situation, we have to consider the cost and effect of the subobject migration. Moreover, we have to consider the influence of buffering effect with the semiconductor memory.
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